Abstract

Title: Attitude of football fans of AC Sparta Prague towards aggression

Objectives: The aim is monitoring of the current milieu in the stands of the Generali Arena, to find out the attitudes to aggressive displays which some of the football fans and the management of the team took on and then another aim is to try to propose some possible proving measures according the information the author got in the research.

Methods: Author mentions information got due to the study of the available sources which are connected to these issues. The autor also specified the terms like aggression and its causes and forms, then the behaviour of the individuals and of the crowd, the definition of the attitude and its research and also the theoretical definition of the football matches attenders.

The research includes the collectioning and the analyze of the information from the secondary sources, then the observation during the Sparta Prague matches and the interview with some of the fans.

Results: The author found out that the nonverbal type of aggression like catcalls to the opponents and like a reaction to the referee decision shows in the stands the most often. The interviews show that the fans this type of the aggression don’t consider as an aggression, pyrotechnics belongs to the football and the fights are caused mainly by the employees of the security agency and by the Police of the Czech Republic.
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